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Reply to a Notice of Violation

ice of Violation, Dated August 11, 2005:

10 CFR 20.1101 (a) - The violation was issued due to the annual
cted in the last 12 months. The annual inspection was performed
gust 26, 2005. The audit was discussed with the gauge user and
ial audit has been scheduled with notice of due date prior to the 12
he RSO calendar. If any conditions warrant a more frequent audit,
ned when applicable.

- 1, 49 CFR 172.202(a) and (b) - The violation was issued due to
played UN2974 instead of the correct UN3332 which was
)3. The day after the inspection, July 14' 2005 the new shipping
lacing UN2974 with UN3332 and laminated. The out of
ipers were removed from the gauges and the revised copies were
id a copy was place in each gauge file in the RSO file office
-occurrence, the shipping papers shall be audited during the six
iarterly inventory and safety inspection and the annual inspection.

- 2, 49 CFR 172.403 - The violation was issued due to the
oxler Model 3411-B and a Troxler Model 3440 portable nuclear
ave legible RADIOACTIVE YELLOW -II labels affixed to either
audit, July 14, 2005, all the gauges were inspected for illegible
LOW -II labels and any illegible labels were replaced. To prevent
)IOACTIVE YELLOW -II shall be audited during the six month
' inventory and safety inspection and the annual inspection. A
ited to each individual gauge user identifying this issued and
he RSO immediately if labels become illegible or need replaces.
for each gauge user has been filed in the RSO office files.
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4) Violation B - 49 CFR 172.304 - The violation was issued due to the transport
cases for a Troxier Model 3411-B and a Troxler Model 3440 portable nuclear density
gauge did not include the "RQ" letters associated with the proper shipping name and UN
identification number indicated UN2974 rather than UN3332, as required. New labels
were order from Troxler Laboratories and received August 31, 2005. All gauges were
inspected for illegible, missing and incorrect labels. All Type "A" with RQ(MYLAR)
labels were replaced on all gauges on September 1, 2005. To prevent re-occurrence, the
Type "A" with RQ(MYLAR) shall be audited during the six month inventory, the
quarterly inventory and safety inspection and the annual inspection. A memo has been
distributed to each individual gauge user identifying this issued and instructed to report to
the RSO immediately if labels become illegible or need replaces. A copy of the meeting
for each gauge user has been filed in the RSO office files.

Scott Withrow
Radiation Safety Officer

cc: US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regional Administrator, Region I


